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Fall Harvest    Christi Belcourt

Vigilant Owl     Kenojuak Ashevak

Hello everyone,

Happy Fall! Or Happy Autumn for the Brits out there! Either way it's been a brilliant one for color.

Roaming around Twitter on my eternal quest for jokes I came across Dr Kate Fox. She's a Yorkshire poet,
stand up comic and activist with a lovely Northern English accent. 
Her Ph.D. is "Stand Up and Be (En)Countered: Resistance in solo stand-up performance by Northern
English women, marginalised on the basis of gender, class and regional identity". Which I am reading.
Why? Because part of her thesis explores the use of humour as a tool to make serious points. There was
no word to describe this concept so she created one. Humitas - a combination of Humour and Gravitas.
Check out her website HERE

"But good stand-up comedians are capable of achieving what social scientists often crave: getting an
audience to critically engage with a subject." - An Education in Irony: why academics need to be funny.
Full article  HERE  Do I see Stand Up Journal Clubs in our future??

I strongly believe that humor is a powerful tool for connection
and engagement. Which is why my clown Iris once took over
part of a Wellness talk for the Dept of Ob/Gyn. In spite of that
performance I'm speaking at Ob/Gyn Resident Research Day
next year. I can only speculate on who will show up to replace
the irreplaceable Iris and help me out on Friday 13th May! 

@DGlaucomflecken ophthalmologist and comedian makes
very funny TikToks about medicine.His latest is "Change the
Culture" and plunges into the world of Humitas. HERE

https://katefoxwriter.wordpress.com/
https://katefoxwriter.wordpress.com/
https://theconversation.com/an-education-in-irony-why-academics-need-to-be-funny-55261
https://theconversation.com/an-education-in-irony-why-academics-need-to-be-funny-55261
https://twitter.com/i/status/1452065273901584384


What's an underemployed anesthesiologist to do? Thank you to Mingxi-Tsu, Tatum, Boots & Buster
and their humans who've been offering Outdoor Dog Therapy around am/pm shift change at the GNH.
Also thanks to Rosie the Bassett who Wasn't Sure At First! Hoping to keep this going. 









WHEN I AM AMONG THE TREES   

When I am among the trees,
especially the willows and the honey locust
equally the beech, the oaks and the pines,
they give off such hints of gladness.
I would almost say that they save me, and daily.

I am so distant from the hope of myself,
in which I have goodness, and discernment,
and never hurry through the world
but walk slowly, and bow often.

Around me the trees stir in their leaves
and call out, “Stay awhile.”
The light flows from their branches.

And they call again, “It’s simple,” they say,
“and you too have come
into the world to do this, to go easy, to be filled
with light, and to shine.”

Mary Oliver

Crystal Maple   Erin Hanson 



 From my sister's garden, the last roses of an English summer.

Thanks so much for reading,
All good things and much love
from Sue and @Mingxi-Tsu!
PS  I LOVE this costume!


